The expression kes, one of the most commonly used words in the Korean language, has various usages. This expression is also used to express English-like cleft constructions. Korean seems to employ at least three dierent types of cleft constructions: predicational, identicational, and eventual. The paper tries to provide a constraint-based analysis of these three types of Korean cleft constructions and implement the analysis in the LKB system to check the feasibility of the analysis.
Introduction
Cleft constructions are employed to mark a certain constituent as a discourse prominent element. 3 . In this respect, Korean has at least three main types of clefts: 4 (1) a. Predicational:
[ These three types of cleft mainly consist of a cleft clause, a pivot XP, and the copula verb. The predicational cleft in (1a) consists of a cleft clause with the missing object coindexed with the precopula expression kacca`fake' whereas the identicational cleft in (1b) has the nominative phrase i chayk`this book' as the pivot XP coindexed with the missing object in the following cleft clause. In these two clefts, the pivot XP is linked to the content of the cleft clause introduced by kes, though the exact semantic function is dierent. For example, in the predicational cleft (1a), the XP is predicated of the individual that the cleft clause refers to, whereas in the identicational one, the XP and the individual are in a identity relation. Meanwhile, in the event cleft, the whole clause preceding the kes expression is clefted, functioning as the pivot phrase. In this sense, the whole clause is focused. The structure of these three types of clefts can be schematized as follows: (2) As represented here, both of the predicational and identicational have a pivot or highlighted expression like the English cleft constructions whereas in the event cleft it is the whole clause that seems to be clefted. The event clause is thus dierent from the other two in that the clause has no missing element. 5 This paper aims to review the basic properties of these three dierent types of Korean cleft constructions and provide a constraint-based analysis. We also show a brief summary of the results of implementing this analysis in the LKB (Linguistic Knowledge Building) system ([?] In both predicational and identicational clefts, the pivot phrase i kulim`this picture' is linked to the object of the embedded clause. This pivot XP, however, cannot be an adjunct in the embedded clause. This is once again similar to relative clauses: In both relative and cleft examples here, the relativized and cleft adjunct is linked to the higher main clause, not to the embedded clause.
We can further observe that just like relative clauses, the cleft observes the CNPC (complex noun phrase constraint): (11) This indicates that the cleft clause introduced by kes behaves like a nominal clause that forms an island even though internally it is a clause.
Eventual Cleft Constructions
Unlike the predicational and identicational constructions, kes can nominalize a whole preceding S, highlighting an event, as in (12). 8 (12) a. [ku ttay]
[sako-ka na-n] kes-i-ya that moment accident-nom happen-past kes-cop-decl
It is at that moment that an accident happened.' b. [ku yeca-ka John-ul manna-n] kes-i-ya that woman-nom John-acc meet-past kes-cop-decl
The fact is that [that woman met John].'
Such an event cleft cannot be used discourse initially:
(13) cal iss-ess-e? nay-ka tola o-ass-e/*o-n ke-ya well exist-PAST-Q I-nom return come-PAST-decl How have you been? I came back 8 It is possible to present the new information as a canonical VP:
The fact is that Chelsoo did not know that today is a holiday.' Intuitively, this VP focus example presents a noteworthy fact about a given individual.
This kind of cleft construction conveys the meaning of`cause, reason, explanation, or consequence', focusing the information in the cleft clause. 9 Notice that there is no syntactic gap in the event clause. The clause also is all presented as new information, as can be attested by the fact that these examples can be an appropriate answer to a question like (14): 10 (14) mwusun il-i-ni? what thing-cop-Q What happened?
Unlike the predicational and identicational ones, the kes in the event cleft cannot be replaced by a common noun: (15) a. ku ttay sako-ka na-n kes/*iyu-i-ta then accident occur-MODkes/reason-cop-decl And then the accident occurred.' b. kuliko nase hyung-i os-ul twici-nun kes/*swunkan-i-ess-ta and then brother-nom clothes-acc search-MOD kes/moment-cop-PAST-decl
And then, brother was searching the clothes.'
In addition, the cleft clause induces a freezing eect in that no element can be extracted out of the clause. For example, relativization is disallowed from the event cleft clause: (16) a. os-ul twici-n hyung clothes-acc search-MOD brother brother who is searching the clothes' b. chakha-n haksayng-i-n hyung honest-MOD student-cop-MOD brother the bother who is honest' c. *kuliko nase os-ul twici-nun kes-i-n hyung and then clothes-acc search-MOD kes-cop-MOD brother 3 Syntax and Semantics of the Cleft Constructions
Predicational and Idencational Cleft
The observations we have seen in the previous section have shown us that the cleft clause exhibits nominal properties externally though it displays verbal properties internally. With the aim of implementing the analysis for computational 9 We leave out the exact semantic and pragmatic functions of this construction. 10 Any phrase within the event cleft can have a narrow focus interpretation with a phonological prominence on it.
(i) a. kuliko nase HYUNG-I os-ul twici-nun kes-i-ess-ta and then brother-nom clothes-acc search-MOD kes-cop-PAST-decl And then my brother was searching the clothese.' b.
kuliko nase hyung-i OS-ul twici-nun kes-i-ess-ta c.
kuliko nase hyung-i os-ul TWICI-NUN kes-i-ess-ta purposes, the challenges are thus how we capture these mixed properties with less stipulations. Like other common nouns, the expression kes , regardless of combining with its specier or not, can thus be modied by the relative clause.
Unlike such a common noun kes the lexical entry for kes in (18b) species that kes is a bound noun, selecting a saturated sentence. In this case, its INDEX value is identied with that of the sentential complement, insuring that kes denotes an event. 13 One clear example where kes is linked to an event can be found from an example like the following: Is this the one you want to meet? c.
Do you want these ones? d.
These donuts look delicious; I think I will choose this one.
The expression one here can refer to an entity as well as a human; it can be pluralized; it can be a member of the set in the given context. 13 The bound noun kes also has the NFORM value. See the discussion of event cleft for its use.
The only dierence we can observe here is the predicate. The sentence with a relative clause has a transitive verb whereas the one with a cleft clause has a copula. As we have seen earlier, both the relative and cleft clause are identical in the sense that each clause has a syntactic gap here. In both cases, kes can be replaced by a common noun, indicating that there is no semantic dierence. Let's consider the structure of (22a) with a relative clause rst: As we noted here, the noun kes in relative clauses is a common noun referring to an individual: this information is passed up to the NP projection (the index value`i'). Since the verb mek-un`ate' also requires its object to be a referential individual, there is no mismatch between these two requirements. To observe how we obtain the semantics correctly, let us consider the shorthand MRS (minimal recursion semantics) representation of this NP. 14 (24) This semantic representation simply means that there is an individual`i' which the person named John eats. This index value is linked to the ARG1 value of one' coming from kes. This index value is the semantic head information visible at the NP level, functioning as the object of the matrix clause. How about the predicative cleft sentence? Before we provide its structure, consider the lexical entry for the copula i-ta. We have seen that there are two dierent cleft constructions. This leads us to assume that there are two dierent copula uses: predicational and identicational (also see ([?]) ). The dierence of these two dierent copulas is represented in the following lexical entries: The predicational copula in (25a) requires its second argument to carry the positive PRD feature, ensuring that this expression predicates of the rst argument (subject). The semantics also reects this. Meanwhile, the identicational copula in (25b) requires the INDEX value of the rst argument is in the identity rel with that of the second argument. This lexical specication implies that the two expressions here have identical referential types. Given these, we then can generate a structure like (26) 
John-nom eat-MOD kes-TOP fake cop-decl This structure, including the cleft clause as the subject and the predicative expression, will then induce the meaning similar to (25a). The predicative ex-Unlike the predicational one, the identicational one thus requires the identityAs given in the MRS, the sentence means that there occurred an accident at a given moment. This event is linked to the speaker's prior knowledge by thè inference' relation.
Results of the Implementation
The analysis we have presented so far has been incorporated in the typed-feature structure grammar HPSG for Korean (Korean Resource Grammar) aiming at working with real-world data (cf. [?] and [?] ). To test its performance and feasibility, it has been implemented into the LKB (Linguistic Knowledge Building). 16 The test results give the proper syntactic as well as semantic structures for the three types of Korean cleft constructions. Figure 1 and 2 are the parsing results of the two main types of cleft constructions we have seen so far. The small boxes in the gures indicate parsed tree structures whereas the big boxes denote the semantic representations.
Consider Figure 1 rst. In terms of the syntactic structure, the grammar generates the structure in which kes combines with the relative clause`John read '. This functions as the subject. The copula verb selects this cleft-clause like element as its subject and the noun`fake' as its predicative element. We can notice here that the MRS the grammar generates provides enriched information of the phrase. The value of LTOP is the local top handle, the handle of the relation with the widest scope within the constituent. The attribute RELS is basically a bag of elementary predications (EP) each of whose value is a relation. 17 Each of the types relation has at least three features LBL, PRED (represented here as a type), and ARG0. For the proper noun John, it has two related EPs: named rel and proper q rel. The relation udef q rel is related to the projection of the common noun kes not combining with any specier, whereas exclusive rel concerns the topic marker -nun. 18 The meaning of kes is represented as one q rel. We can observe that the EP read rel has two ARGs: one is linked to the argument of named q rel and the other linked to one rel (X10). This indicates that we have the meaning`John reads one'. The relation predication rel selects two arguments: X10 and X16. The second value X16 is linked to`fake'. The parsing system thus gives us an enriched semantics for the predicational cleft sentence. Figure 2 for the identicational cleft is similar to the predicational one. The syntactic structure in the small box shows us that`this book' functions' as the 17 The attribute HCONS is to represent quanticational information. See [?] . 18 Korean common nouns do not require a determiner to project an NP. Even though a determiner is not available, we need to express an underspecied quantication on the noun in order to make the semantics compatible with the semantic output of other languages, and to make scope restrictions work. Such a move is essential in deep processing aimed at multilingual applications. subject whereas as the cleft clause as the precopular complement. In the MRS representation, we can observe that identity q rel selects two arguments, ARG1 and ARG2. The rst argument ARG1 is linked to the argument of the book (book rel whereas the second argument ARG2 is identical with the argument of kes (one rel). Now let us consider the results of parsing an event cleft. Figure 3 is the results of parsing the sentence. The syntactic structure gives us the information that ku ttay-ey is modifying the matrix sentence which is missing the subject. We assumed that the subject is lexically a pronoun not realized in syntax. In terms of semantics, this unrealized pronoun (x9) is in an`inference' semantic relation with the proposition (e16)`the accident occurred'. The inference relation is context-determined.
Conclusion
We have seen that there are three types of Korean clefts constituted of a cleft clause, a focused expression, and a copula. These predicational, identicational, and eventual cleft are closely related to corresponding copula constructions.
The proper syntactic and semantic treatment of cleft constructions has been challenges even to theoretical aspects. Based on the simple assumption that kes is treated as a nominal element as a morphosyntactic category but refers to either an individual or an event. The pronoun kes in the cleft clause refers to an individual entity as in the relative clause. Given these basic assumptions, we have built a constraint-based grammar couched upon HPSG. The grammar we have built within a typed-feature structure system and well-dened constraints, eventually aiming at working with real-world data, has been implemented in the LKB (Linguistic Knowledge Building) system. We have shown that the grammar can parse the appropriate syntactic and semantic aspects of the three types of cleft constructions. Even though the test data set we used in checking the feasibility of the system is limited, the test results shows us that the grammar, built upon the typed feature structure system, is ecient enough to build semantic representations for the complex cleft constructions.
